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Thank you very much for reading White Star A Dog On The Titanic Marty Crisp. Maybe you
have knowledge that, people have search numerous times for their chosen books like this White
Star A Dog On The Titanic Marty Crisp, but end up in malicious downloads.
Rather than reading a good book with a cup of coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled with
some malicious virus inside their computer.
White Star A Dog On The Titanic Marty Crisp is available in our book collection an online
access to it is set as public so you can get it instantly.
Our books collection hosts in multiple countries, allowing you to get the most less latency time
to download any of our books like this one.
Kindly say, the White Star A Dog On The Titanic Marty Crisp is universally compatible with
any devices to read

Dog on His Bus Oct 15 2021 It's a busy day on Dog's downtown bus! Ride along with adorable
animal passengers as Dog diligently drops everyone off at their silly stops. After a long day, and
even a popped tire, Dog still loves his job. Dog on His Bus is a fast-paced Level 1 reader with
rhyming text, memorable characters, and sweet illustrations!
Chew This Journal Oct 23 2019 A Doggie Bucket List to Stimulate You and Your Best Friend

“Chew This Journal is a fantastic and fun way to get to know your furry best friend…. Rescue
dogs all over the globe give it FOUR paws up!” —Larissa Wohl, pet rescue expert Part activity
book and part bullet journal, Chew This Journal provides inspiration and guidance for dog lovers
looking to enrich the lives of their pets. Is your dog bored? Doesn’t have to be! From bucket lists
and outings to arts and crafts Chew This Journal inspires you to spend more time with your pup.
Chew This Journal leads you through fun activities, while creatively recording your adventures
in the pages of the book. This unique journal doubles as your dog’s memory keeper and activity
tracker, making it a one-of-a-kind keepsake that you and your dog complete together. Loads of
activities and training plans. Chew This Journal provides dog owners and their dogs with stepby-step instructions for over 100 activities and training plans such as: • Crafts like paw painting
flowers • DIY treat puzzles • No-sew beds • Tug toys you and your dog can make together to
keep, to gift to friends and family at the holidays, or even to donate to a local shelter to support
dogs in need Don’t just spend your walks on your phone. Chew This Journal will inspire you to
be more engaged in the time you and your dog have together. Chew This Journal will help you
map training goals from practical manners (not pulling on the leash or jumping on strangers) to
impressive skills like mastering urban agility and parkour skills. With easy to follow training
instructions Chew This Journal helps you create exciting weekly and monthly challenges and
record your progress. If you and your pup have enjoyed Kyra Sundance books such as 101 Dog
Tricks or Family Fun Dog Activity Kit, we think you will love Sassafras Lowrey’s Chew This
Journal.
The Book of the Dog Jul 24 2022 Featuring all kinds of dogs – big, small, graceful, cute, funny

– The Book of the Dog is a cool and quirky collection of dog art and illustration by artists around
the world. Interspersed through the illustrations are short texts about the artists and different
breeds, paying homage to man's best friend. Beautifully designed and packaged, the book will
appeal to dog lovers of all ages.
Meet Your Dog Mar 08 2021 Every dog owner knows that along with the joy can come the stress
and frustration of behavioral problems, which are expensive to diagnose and treat. Enter Kim
Brophey, award-winning canine behavior consultant. Using cutting-edge research, Brophey has
developed a groundbreaking system that allows owners to identify what their dog is struggling
with, why, and how they can fix it. Brophey's approach is unlike anything that has been
published before and will give dog owners a new understanding of what motivates and affects
their dog's behavior. Brophey's innovative technique rethinks the way we categorize dogs, and
distills information from over twenty scientific disciplines into four comprehensive elements:
learning, environment, genetics, and self. With revolutionary tips for specific dog breeds, this
book will change the life of every dog owner and lead to happier human-canine relationships.
The Book of Joe Jul 12 2021 In the tradition of Anna Quindlen’s Good Dog. Stay., the iconic star
of the Dr. Phibes films shares the heartwarming tale of his mischievous mutt. Actor Vincent
Price won acclaim for his performances as a menacing villain in dozens of macabre horror films,
such as House of Wax. Less well known, though, is Price’s lifelong love of animals, especially
his fourteen-year-old mutt, Joe. From his wife’s passion for poodles to film set encounters with
all types of creatures, including goats, apes, and camels, Price’s life was full of furry, four-legged
friends. But it was Joe who truly captured his heart. Intelligent, courageous, and devoted to his

owner, Joe was a special dog with a personality all his own. In this touching and light-hearted
memoir, with a new introduction by Bill Hader and a preface by Vincent Price’s daughter,
Victoria, Joe gets involved in all sorts of hijinks: At one point, the actor has to defend his canine
companion in court! Despite some bad habits, like stealing guests’ shoes, pursuing lustful trysts
with neighboring dogs, or belly flopping into the garden fishpond—crushing more than a few
fish—Price loves his Joselito, whose unconditional loyalty more than makes up for his minor
indiscretions. And when Price’s elderly cousin who comes to stay with him is stricken with
cancer, Joe never leaves her side. Price’s tender and witty recollections of his time spent with Joe
will bring joy to any animal lover’s heart. The Vincent Price Family Legacy will donate a portion
of the proceeds from this book to the Fund for Animals.
Dog on the Roof! Jun 11 2021 They were the typical American family on a typical American
road trip—Dad behind the wheel, Mom in the passenger seat, their five adorable kids piled in the
back. And, of course, their beloved dog strapped to the roof. Wait . . . what? Now for the first
time, here is the completely true—and only mildly embellished— shaggy-dog story of Seamus
Romney, the famously fetching Irish setter whose master, future presidential candidate Mitt
Romney, plopped him atop the family station wagon for that infamous 1983 car trip. From the
majesty of Mount Rushmore to the fabulousness of San Francisco, from the sacred temple of Salt
Lake City to the hallowed halls of Washington, D.C., here at last is Seamus’s rooftop account of
that headline-grabbing journey . . . unleashed. Doggedly chronicled by satirists Bruce Kluger and
David Slavin (NPR’s All Things Considered), and cleverly illustrated by Colleen Clapp (The
Chris Matthews Show, NBC News), this American tale is more than just the story of a dog on a

hot tin roof. It is the inside (well . . . overhead) look at the Man Who Would Be President and the
wild ride that’s sweeping—and bewildering—the nation.
Picture Book by Dog Dec 05 2020 "A dog writes the story of its adoption-and learning to live in
a loving home"-Dog Loves Books Aug 13 2021 Now a major Cbeebies show! Dog loves books! It doesn't matter
which books; Dog just LOVES books. They could be books about dinosaurs or aliens, Dog
doesn't mind. He's just happy to be reading. Dog has his very own bookshop, although he doesn't
have many customers. But that's all right, because when Dog is surrounded by books, he is never
short of friends or fun. And when someone does come into the shop, Dog knows just which
books to recommend... Join Dog in his AMAZING bookshop, and see what adventures reading
can take you on.
Dog Train Jan 06 2021 Seventeen silly songs for children.
I Had a Black Dog Feb 07 2021 'I Had a Black Dog says with wit, insight, economy and
complete understanding what other books take 300 pages to say. Brilliant and indispensable.' Stephen Fry 'Finally, a book about depression that isn't a prescriptive self-help manual.
Johnston's deftly expresses how lonely and isolating depression can be for sufferers. Poignant
and humorous in equal measure.' Sunday Times There are many different breeds of Black Dog
affecting millions of people from all walks of life. The Black Dog is an equal opportunity
mongrel. It was Winston Churchill who popularized the phrase Black Dog to describe the bouts
of depression he experienced for much of his life. Matthew Johnstone, a sufferer himself, has
written and illustrated this moving and uplifting insight into what it is like to have a Black Dog

as a companion and how he learned to tame it and bring it to heel.
The Last Dog on the Hill Apr 21 2022 When Steve Duno found a puppy – flea-bitten and
emaciated – on a Californian roadside, he had no idea what he was letting himself in for. Lou, as
he called the dog, was the offspring of marijuana farm guard dogs; a half-Rotweiller, halfAlsatian bundle of intelligence, loyalty, and mischief. Despite his traumatic beginnings, Lou
went on to achieve great things, from foiling an armed robbery and fighting kidnappers, to
comforting elderly war veterans and Alzheimer’s patients. Most importantly, he inspired his
owner to become a pet behaviourist, and worked with him to rehabilitate hundreds of aggressive
dogs that would otherwise have been put to sleep. With a vocabulary of over 200 words, there
was never any doubt that Lou was smart. But he was also funny, heroic, and, for 16 years,
Steve’s best friend and companion. This is their story.
The Book Of Dog Oct 27 2022 There's nothing quite like the incredible relationship between a
human and a dog. From the moment we lay eyes on an adorable puppy or a wonderful adult dog
who becomes part of our life journey, we share innumerable moments of pure joy with our furry
best friends. With forty-five original pieces by some of India's leading writers, outstanding new
voices and individuals who have dedicated their lives to animal welfare, The Book of Dog is a
testament to how deeply dogs touch us, to the special bond we have with them and the unique
place they hold in our hearts and our lives. Through a series of unforgettable real-life storiesfunny, poignant, warm and joyous -- the authors celebrate the remarkable dogs they have known
and loved. This book is a must-read for everyone who cherishes dogs and the perfect gift for a
dog-lover friend. It will engross and delight readers of all ages as they go through one

memorable story after another. -- The Book of Dog is a project to which the editor and all the
authors have contributed for free. All royalties will go to registered animal welfare charities.
CONTRIBUTORS Aanchal Malhotra, Abhishek Joshi, Amitava Kumar, Ananya Vajpeyi,
Anindita Ghose, Anita Nair, Anuja Chauhan, Arunava Sinha, Ashok Ferrey, Ashwin Sanghi,
Atul Sarin, Bulbul Sharma, Cyrus Broacha, Devdutt Pattanaik, Divya Dugar, Fiona Fernandez,
Geetan Batra, Gillian Wright, Gulzar, Jai Arjun Singh, Jerry Pinto, Keshava Guha, Mahesh Rao,
Maneka Gandhi, Manjula Narayan, Manu Bhattathiri, Mark Tully, Meenakshi Alimchandani,
Naomi Barton, Nilanjana S. Roy, Orijit Sen, Paro Anand, Prerna Singh Bindra, Rajdeep Sardesai,
Ruskin Bond, Sarnath Banerjee, Shobhaa De, Shrutkeerti Khurana, Sian Morton, Siddharth
Dhanvant Shanghvi, Sooni Taraporevala, Sumita Mehta, Tandrali Kuli, Tishani Doshi, Vikas
Khanna.
This Is a Dog Book! Jun 23 2022 This is a dog book, and bunny wants to be in it! To get into
this dog book, a bunny tries to prove to some skeptical dogs that he’s one of them. Does he like
to run and catch a ball? Of course. Can he use his puppy-dog eyes to get out of trouble?
Absolutely. Does he smell dog doo-doos? Umm . . . The bunny does his best to demonstrate his
dog credentials. But, of course, a bunny is a bunny, not a dog. Only, does it have to matter? This
bunny is a real snuggle puppy!
Dog on a Train May 22 2022 Boy is late for his train. Rushing out of the house, he drops his
favourite hat. Luckily, Dog is there to pick it up. But will Dog catch Boy in time? Follow the
plucky Dog on this wordless adventure through the streets and rush-hour crowds. Charming and
humorous, Dog on a Train is a book to delight dog lovers and tired commuters alike.

A Dog's Purpose Sep 21 2019 The phenomenal New York Times Number One bestseller about
the unbreakable bond between a dog and their human. Now a major film starring Dennis Quaid.
This is the remarkable story of one endearing dog's search for his purpose over the course of
several lives. More than just another charming dog story, A Dog's Purpose touches on the
universal quest for an answer to life's most basic question: Why are we here? Surprised to find
himself reborn as a rambunctious golden-haired puppy after a tragically short life as a stray mutt,
Bailey's search for his new life's meaning leads him into the loving arms of eight-year-old Ethan.
During their countless adventures, Bailey joyously discovers how to be a good dog. But this life
as a family pet is not the end of Bailey's journey. Reborn as a puppy yet again, Bailey wonders –
will he ever find his purpose? Heartwarming, insightful, and often laugh-out-loud funny, W.
Bruce Cameron's A Dog's Purpose is not only the emotional and hilarious story of a dog's many
lives, but also a dog's-eye commentary on human relationships and the unbreakable bonds
between man and man's best friend. This moving and beautifully crafted story teaches us that
love never dies, and that every creature on earth is born with a purpose.
Dog on it Aug 25 2022 I could smell him - or rather the booze on his breath - before he even
opened the door, but my sense of smell is pretty good, probably better than yours. So begins this
fabulous, funny new detective novel featuring Bernie, a slightly down-at-heel PI; and his off
sider, Chet, a dog - and the captivating narrator of the story. Chet may have flunke...
Dog on a Train Apr 09 2021 Boy is late for his train. Rushing out of the house, he drops his
favourite hat. Luckily, Dog is there to pick it up. But will Dog catch Boy in time? Follow the
plucky Dog on this wordless adventure through the streets and rush-hour crowds. Charming and

humorous, Dog on a Train is a book to delight dog lovers and tired commuters alike.
There's a Dog on the Dining Room Table / Hay un perro sobre la mesa del comedor Feb 19
2022 Bilingual Edition: There's a Dog on the Dining Room Table In this cute rhyming story
about an unexpected visitor a little girl wonders why there is a dog on her dining room table. She
imagines a world of funny scenarios for the new visitor, but not everyone is happy about his
arrival. In this Xist Kids English Spanish Bilingual Edition, the original English text is paired
with the Spanish translation on each page.
The Book Your Dog Wishes You Would Read Dec 17 2021 We'd all love to know what our
dog is thinking - if only it could tell us when it's in pain, when it's stressed, whether it's fine being
left alone for half a day or whether that makes it sad. Does it enjoy one particular walk more than
another? Does it like what you feed it? Why does it chew the sofa when we go out? Why does it
bark at joggers but not cyclists? Why does it howl at night? And will it ever stop chasing next
door's cat? The truth is that your dog is communicating with you all the time, but unless you
know the signs, you aren't picking up on what your dog wants you to know. Louise Glazebrook
is a dog trainer, behaviourist, and television presenter, who specialises in teaching people how to
understand and connect with their dogs. Most dog trainers focus on the dog, but Louise focuses
on you, the owner, giving you the skills and confidence to interpret your dog's needs and
behaviour. In The Book Your Dog Wishes You Would Read she shares the advice and expertise
that she's used to help countless clients.
Aussie Angels 11: Dog on the Job Jan 26 2020 Animal Haven is a temporary home for all sorts
of Australian wildlife, although there are a few permanent residents as well, like Oscar the owl,

Fur Bag the possum, Cinnamon the koala and Alice the labrador. Meg and Mike live there, too,
and they work so hard to help their parents rescue and look after the animals that the locals at
Jeff's Creek have nicknamed them the Aussie Angels. Trying to get some attention from the
Aussie Angels, Mike and Meg, can be a tough job, even when you're the top dog at Animal
Haven. Alice the labrador is surrounded by orphaned wallabies and possums, and then there's
that camel and emu and there are all the other residents and visitors! But Alice is determined to
carve out her own career. She can smell trouble in the air, and her motto is always "Have nose,
will travel". But Alice's travels lead her into some frightening adventures. DOG ON THE JOB is
the eleventh instalment in a series loved by children all over Australia.
Good Dogs on a Bad Day Nov 04 2020 The Secret Life of Pets meets Toy Story in a new
illustrated series about a group of Very Good doggie day care buddies who follow a few of their
wilder instincts, leading to hilarious chaos. Do good dogs have to be good all the time? Hugo,
Lulu, and King love going to doggy day care together. The super-friendly dogs there are very
good listeners, and they always follow the rules, even at the park. But then a new dog comes to
town. Napoleon jumps on people, dives into fountains, and will do anything (really!) to get
human food. The Good Dogs are shocked to see such canine chaos, but they also notice
something else: Napoleon seems to be having a ton of fun. That gets them thinking: Could being
a little bit bad be a good idea? Find out directly from Hugo, Lulu, and King as they tell you all
about it!
A Dog on the Downs May 30 2020 Inspired by Maryanne Grant Traylen’s daily walks with her
dog, and by the moments of beauty afforded by living between sea and Down, A Dog on the

Downs evokes the North Kent countryside in its different moods, seasons and weathers,
combined with a narrative that invokes a sense of the geology and history that has shaped the
landscape. Black dog is not only Maryanne’s walking companion but her visual constant, looking
elegant, even Gormley-like, against the green of hill or blue of sea. Concentrating on Kent’s
North Downs framed at the east, west, north and south by Kingsdown Beach, New Barn, Denton
and the sea respectively, the book will enchant readers with the lyrical quality of Maryanne’s
writing and photographs as together Maryanne and her dog explore the landscapes right on their
doorstep. Vividly bringing this stretch of Downs to life, join Maryanne and her dog as they
discover the cliffs at Kingsdown, St. Margaret’s, Dover and Folkestone, as they take a dip into
the sea and swing inland to the Downs and cut across the escarpments of Arpinge and Etchinghill
towards Wye, losing themselves in glorious valleys and villages. A unique photographic book
exploring the beauty of the North Kent countryside, from Downs to coast. With lyrical prose,
enchanting photos, a beautiful dog – it’s an expression of joy at the wonder of nature.
Oi Dog! Sep 26 2022 The laughter never ends with Oi Frog and Friends! The absurdly funny
sequel to the bestselling Oi Frog, this hilarious rhyming story will have children rolling around
with laughter! *Winner of the Laugh Out Loud Picture Book Award* *Shortlisted for the
Sainsbury's Book Award* Cat is a stickler for rules: cats sit on mats, hares sit on chairs and,
however irritating, dogs must sit on frogs. That's until Frog decides to change the status quo ...
But will Cat want to sit on gnats instead of cushy mats? Will spiders like sitting on gliders? Will
whales like sitting on nails? And, most importantly, where is FROG going to sit? "This is a
gigglingly delightful book, a perfect match of words and pictures to entertain again and again."

Daily Mail Can't get enough? Look out for: Oi Frog, Oi Cat, Oi Duck-billed Platypus, Oi Puppies
Oi Frog and Friends is a top ten bestselling series. Loved by children and parents, the books have
won numerous awards, including the Laugh Out Loud Picture Book Award, and been shortlisted
for many more!
First Dog on Earth Feb 25 2020 At the dawn of civilization, a wolf dog befriends an old hunter
and revives his alpha powers among his human tribe. Together they begin a shared odyssey of
survival and trust that grows into the most successful partnership ever known.
The Complete Dog Breed Book Sep 02 2020 Choose the top dog for your family From spaniels
to sheepdogs, The Complete Dog Breed Guide will help you choose the perfect companion for
your family. Fully illustrated and featuring over 400 of the world's best-loved breeds, this is the
only breed guide you'll ever need. Q&A selector charts help you choose the right dog for your
lifestyle plus expert guidance on caring for your dog, understanding its behaviour and training
tips ensure that he'll soon becomes everyone's best friend. The Complete Dog Breed Guide is a
one-stop manual to helping you become the owner of a happy, healthy, well-behaved dog.
This Book Just Ate My Dog! Apr 28 2020 In this wonderfully inventive book, Bella is taking
her dog for a stroll across the page but halfway across, he disappears! Unable to quite believe
what's just happened Bella watches, transfixed, with changing emotions of surprise, indignation,
moments of renewed hope (as the authorities arrive to take control) followed by shock (as they
too succumb to the book's inexplicable behaviour) and finally action when Bella marches toward
the dangerous middle of the book . . . only to disappear herself! At this point, the book has
consumed its characters and it's down to the reader to step in to help. A note from Bella appears

directly appealing for assistance and, with a rigorous shake, the characters reappear. Normality is
restored and Bella is finally able to take her dog for an uninterrupted walk . . . or is she?!
Chad The Cat Dec 25 2019 Finally, a delightful book series that helps kids learn phonics rules
step by step. Fun books designed for anyone learning to read with phonics, especially learners
with dyslexia. Start anywhere in the series, according to your child's reading level. All DOG ON
A LOG Books follow a Structured Literacy/Orton-Gillingham based phonics sequence.
The Dog on the Acropolis Mar 28 2020 A family living in Greece at the time of the construction
of the Parthenon and another family, thousands of years later, eeking out a living at the base of
the Acropolis. Life in present day Athens had become a series of duties and obligations for Akil
until Draco, a stray dog, visited his shop in the Plaka. The repercussions of the meeting of a man
and this dog would unfold in unforeseen ways that would impact the lives around him.As
happened every night, Draco climbed the hill and his dreams transported him thousands of years
into the past, before the Parthenon was built, where another dog, Daria, lived in that place. The
narrative takes the reader to Greece's Golden Age, in which Daria would scamper up the hill to
keep up with Adelino, a stone cutter working on the new temple, and his son Tiro. The lives of
Pheidias, the architect of the Parthenon, Adelino and Diana his wife, as well as Tiro their son,
would intersect in unexpected ways. The story brings then brings the reader back into the present
where both worlds eventually coincide and the lives of those around Draco and Daria are forever
redefined.
How to Make a Book (about My Dog) Sep 14 2021 How do you make a picture book? Well, you
need an author, an illustrator, and . . . a dog?! Acclaimed author Chris Barton and his trusty

pooch Ernie show readers how to make a nonfiction picture book . . . about Ernie! From coming
up with ideas, researching, and writing a first draft to finding the perfect illustrator, deciding
what goes on the cover, and getting every last wrod—er, word just right, you'll see how a book is
made from beginning to end. From acquisitions and editing to graphic design and dog treats, find
out what's required to bring a book to life. This title perfectly blends how-to and humor for an
informative look at book publishing. And look, this is part of the marketing step!
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time Jan 18 2022 NATIONAL BESTSELLER
• A modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve
the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the world.
“Disorienting and reorienting the reader to devastating effect.... Suspenseful and harrowing.”
—The New York Times Book Review Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries
of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals
but has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the
color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a
neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in
recent years.
Inside of a Dog Aug 01 2020 As an unabashed dog lover, Alexandra Horowitz is naturally
curious about what her dog thinks and what she knows. As a cognitive scientist she is intent on
understanding the minds of animals who cannot say what they know or feel. This is a fresh look
at the world of dogs -- from the dog's point of view. The book introduces the reader to the
science of the dog -- their perceptual and cognitive Abilities -- and uses that introduction to draw

a picture of what it might be like to bea dog. It answers questions no other dog book can -- such
as: What is a dog's sense of time? Does she miss me? Want friends? Know when she's been bad?
Horowitz's journey, and the insights she uncovered from studying her own dog, Pumpernickel,
allowed her to understand her dog better, and appreciate her more through that understanding.
The reader will be able to do the same with their own dog. This is not another dog training book.
Instead, Inside of a Dogwill allow dog owners to look at their pets' behaviour in a different, and
revealing light, enabling them to understand their dogs and enjoy their relationship even more.
The Boy and the Dog Jul 20 2019 One dog changes the life of everyone who takes him in on his
journey to reunite with his first owner in this inspiring tribute to the bond between humans and
dogs and the life-affirming power of connection. Following a devastating earthquake and
tsunami, a young man in Japan finds a stray dog outside a convenience store. The dog’s tag says
“Tamon,” a name evocative of the guardian deity of the north. The man decides to keep Tamon,
becoming the first in a series of owners as the dog journeys south to find the boy whom disaster
tore him from. Over the course of five years, Tamon will be taken into six vastly different homes,
the final one belonging to his beloved first owner, Hikaru, a boy who has not spoken since the
trauma of the tsunami. An agent of fate, Tamon is a gift to everyone who welcomes him into
their life. At once heart-rending and heart-warming, intimate and panoramic, suspenseful and
luminous, this bestselling, award-winning novel weaves a feel-good tale of survival, resilience,
and love beyond measure.
Uncover a Dog Oct 03 2020 Dig into the tail-wagging world of man’s best friend with this
interactive book featuring a layered model of of a dog embedded right into the book! Uncover

the secrets of man’s best friend layer by layer in this totally redesigned title in the popular
Uncover series. Young dog fans will love discovering all the weird and wild facts, viewing the
cool illustrations and diagrams, and examining the unique 3-D layered model of a dog. With
every turn of the page, the pup is deconstructed before their eyes, as the model demonstrates the
hidden workings of the dog’s body. Perfect for curious kids, ages 8 and up.
The Last Dog on Earth Mar 20 2022 WHAT IF MAN’S BEST FRIEND TURNED INTO
MAN’S WORST ENEMY? It’s Stephen King meets Shiloh in this thrilling action-adventure
survival story perfect for fans of Gary Paulsen’s Hatchet, #1 New York Times bestselling author
D.J. MacHale’s the Sylo Chronicles, and anyone who appreciates the loyal bond between a boy
and his dog. Logan Moore hates everyone. Everyone except Jack. A mangy mutt that nobody
wants. Except Logan. But Jack is in terrible danger. A mysterious disease is sweeping across the
country, turning dogs into vicious, raging predators. Jack isn’t infected, but that won’t keep her
safe. People are shooting dogs on sight, and asking questions later. Logan’s own parents want to
hand Jack over to the authorities. Now Logan and Jack are on the run. There’s nowhere they can
turn and no one they can trust. Except each other.
The Philosopher's Dog Nov 23 2019 In this beautifully written book Raimond Gaita tells
inspirational, poignant, sometimes funny but never sentimental stories of the dogs, cats and
cockatoos that lived and died within his own family. He asks fascinating questions about
animals: Is it wrong to attribute the concepts of love, devotion, loyalty, grief or friendship to
them? Why do we care so much for some creatures but not for others? Why are we so concerned
with proving that animals have minds? Reflecting on these questions, and drawing on the ideas

of Descartes, Wittgenstein and J.M. Coetzee, Gaita pleads that we ask ourselves what it means to
be creatures of ‘flesh and blood.’ He discusses mortality and sexuality, the relations between
storytelling, philosophy and science and the spiritual love of mountains. An arresting and
profound book, The Philosopher’s Dog is a triumph of both storytelling and philosophy. This
Routledge Classics edition includes a substantial new introduction and afterword by the author.
Dog on a Digger Nov 16 2021 Dog is helping his master on the building site when his little
friend goes missing. Plucky Dog takes charge and cleverly brings the digger to the rescue. A
winning combination of charming animals and meticulously drawn machinery.
Last Dog on the Hill Jun 30 2020 The moving story of the author's adopted Rottweiler mix,
Lou, a free-thinking heroic dog who changed his life forever Born of guard dogs on a secret
marijuana farm in Mendicino County, Lou truly was one dog in a million. On the winter day that
the ailing, tick-infested feral pup was rescued by Steve Duno, neither dog nor man had a clue as
to what they were getting into, or where the relationship would lead. Last Dog on the Hill tells
the story of an indigent young Rottweiler mix who, after abandoning his pack and the hills of his
birth, went on to change the lives of hundreds of people and dogs, including the author's, whose
career as a behaviorist and writer was made possible through Lou's extraordinary intelligence and
heart. Lou won the respect of gang members, foiled an armed robbery, caught a rapist, fought
coyotes and kidnappers, comforted elderly war veterans and Alzheimer patients in their final
days, taught ASL to kids, learned scores of unique behaviors and tricks, amassed a vocabulary of
nearly 200 words, helped rehabilitate hundreds of aggressive dogs and saved them from
euthanasia. He was also a clown, consummate performer and Steve's best friend for sixteen

years. His story will make readers laugh and cry in equal measures.
First Dog On the Moon's Guide to Living Through the Impending Apocalypse and How to Stay
Nice Doing It May 10 2021 The only book you will ever need to read by Australia's best-loved
marsupial-based cartoonist Join beloved cartoonist First Dog On the Moon in this tender frolic
through the looming collapse of civilisation and the demise of everything you ever cared about.
Never have so many worked so hard to bring about the end of life as we know it, but what to
wear? When Armageddon arrives, will it still be okay to walk around in your underpants? Full of
handy tips on what to pack, where to go and how to wave a cricket bat menacingly when
interlopers try to steal the family pets that you were saving for dinner, this gentle book is fun for
all the family. If you don't buy it, you will probably be eaten by an enormous mutant Nazi
tapeworm the size of a school bus. So when the 'SHTF', don't say we didn't warn you, and don't
come to the First Dog On the Moon Institute bunker, because there isn't one, it is a secret.
We Want a Dog Aug 21 2019 From the author-illustrator of Ten on a Twig comes a hysterical
dog book for kids and adults alike, perfect for any pet lover! We want a dog! What kind of
dog...? This hilarious rhyming texts takes us through twenty-seven unexpected and amusing
varieties of dogs that one could have, like "one that begs, one that sheds, one that rips things into
shreds." And while the book is sure to delight any dog lover, the narrator's choice at the end will
make readers laugh out loud! See how many of these lovable and amusing pups you can
recognize from your own life. Perfect for: Gifts for anyone who has recently adopted a dog or
rescue pet Kids who keep asking for a dog Fans of Can I Be Your Dog? Also by Lo Cole: Ten on
a Twig

Dogcation: How (and Where) to Take Your Dog on a Vacation Jun 18 2019 We love our dogs
and leaving them behind while you go on vacation isn't easy...nor is it even required! Taking
your dog on vacation is easier than you may think. In this book, we will show you how to take
your dog on vacation--including where to go, what are the most dog friendly cities, what hotel
chains allow pets, what to do when you get there and much more!
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